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About the company
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History

Aug. 2015 Established Macbee Planet, Inc.

Aug. 2015 Released data analytics platform “Honeycomb”

Nov. 2017 Released web customer service tool “Robee”

Mar. 2020 Listed on Mothers section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange

Mar. 2021 Established Smash Co., Ltd.

Aug. 2021 Made α, Inc. a wholly owned subsidiary

Company Overview

Company name Macbee Planet, Inc. (7095-JP)

Establishment date August 25, 2015

Capital 403 million yen (as of end-October 2021)

Business description Provision of data-driven marketing analytics services

Head office location 3-11-11 Shibuya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo

No. of employees 54 (as of end-October 2021)

Company overview / history
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Business concept
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Predict LTV* and
achieve optimal ROI *
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What we want to achieve

* What is Return On Investment (ROI)?
A measure of how much profit can been made on an investment.

*What is Lifetime Value (LTV)?
LTV refers to the profit that a user (consumer) brings to a company throughout their lifetime, and is a measure used in 
calculating the cost that can be spent to acquire one user.



<Consumer behavior>

LTV marketing

What is LTV marketing ?

Improve LTV by using 
Web hospitality tools

Reduce cancellation 
with a chatbot

Analytics Consulting business Marketing Technology business

LTV marketing is a data-driven digital marketing strategy

for maximizing the spending and retention period of users.
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Acquisition of 
new 

high-LTV users

Ad delivery using 
proprietary AI and 
3D creatives

Awareness

User attraction

Customer service

Application

Contract

Trial use

Continuation

Cancellation



Data used in LTV marketing

* Insight data (e.g. tastes and preferences) provided by users

We integrate Zero/1st/3rd party data on the Honeycomb data analysis platform, 

and build an original LTV prediction model.

3rd Party Data

1st party data obtained online

App data

Ad response dataSource data

Creative data 

Build LTV prediction model

1st party data accumulated at 
customers

Purchase 
data

User attribute 
data

CRM data

Sales activity 
data

Audio data POS data

Data obtained from customer HP

Psychological dataBehavioral data

Zero party data1st party data *

Audience
dataGeo dataWeather data
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Positioning

MarTech

AdTech

NonTech

Mass media Prospective users Ongoing users

User
gathering 

optimization

Technology

Marketing 
optimization

Growth rate
+40%～

Growth rate
+7%

Growth rate
-8%

Growth rate
+14%

Target

Pure 
ads

Mass 
media 

ads

Marketing 
automation

Online
customer 
service

DSP

Ad 
networks

Affiliate
ads

Influencers 

Native 
advertising

Video 
ads

Chatbots

Search
engine 

advertising

SFA

SNS
ads

CS
Platform

DMP

BI
tools

E-mail 
ads

We focus on gathering and cultivating ongoing (high LTV) users

in order to secure a unique positioning to achieve high growth. 

*1 Traditional market expenditures in “2020 Advertising Expenditures in Japan” (Dentsu)
*2 “Advertising and Promotion” in “MarTech Market Status and Outlook 2019”

(MIC Research Institute)

*3 “Movement in scale of online customer service market and forecasts” (ITR)
and “DMP (Data Management Platform) & MA (Marketing Automation) Market 2020”
(Yano Research Institute)

*4 Macbee Planet Sales CAGR (FY04/18 to FY04/21)

*1

*2

*3 *4
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With the development of 

AdTech, mass communication 

has evolved into 

communication that targets 

prospective users.

In the future, it will be 

important to focus on 

communication designed to 

increase loyalty from the user 

gathering stage.



Business characteristics
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We accelerate growth by increasing new customers and raising per-customer spending.

Continuous business model Raise per-customer spending

Stable base for generating results
established in the first year

Increased 
results from 

gathering data

Upside from 
campaigns and 
other measures

Time

P
e
r-c

u
s
to

m
e
r s

p
e
n

d
in

g

1 2 3 4

N
o
. o

f c
u

s
to

m
e
rs

Customers acquired in 1st year

Customers acquired in 2nd year

Customers secured in 3rd year

Customers acquired in 4th year

Customers acquired 
in 5th year

51st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th year
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Changes in the 
business environment
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Web-based competition increases, rapidly increasing the cost of attracting new users

Time spent online 
increases

E-commerce usage 
rate and online 

touchpoints increase

Consumer 
lifestyles

Telecom evolves 
and smartphones 

proliferate
One-off sales business model

Business model

Business model shifts to 
subscription / recurring type

Change in 
consumer 

preferences for 
“using only what 
is needed, when 

it is needed”

Companies 
pursue more 
robust profit 

structure

Technology

Scattered data

Emergence of 
data platforms

Increased demand for 
user understanding 

through data 
management

Offline business

Evolution of 
telecom shifts 
touchpoints 

online

Promotion of digital 
transformation (DX) 
by the government

Online sales 
activities increase

“Fear-based sales” 
ads are rampant

More difficult to 
attract new users

Act Against Unjustifiable Premiums 
and Misleading Representations /
Act on Securing Quality, Efficacy 
and Safety of Products Including 

Pharmaceuticals and Medical 
Devices

Ad regulations 
enhanced to 

protect 
consumers

User 
understanding /
ad distribution 

based on cookies

Advertising 
distribution 

accuracy declines

Act on the Protection of 
Personal Information / 

Cookie Regulation

Stricter use of 
cookies to protect 

privacy

Increased demand for LTV marketing

Business opportunities

As costs for attracting new users rise rapidly, 

the emphasis on LTV will accelerate even further in various industries.
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*1 Online advertising expenses were JPY2.2tn as per “2020 Advertising Expenditures in Japan” 
(Dentsu)
*2 Total advertising expenses in Japan were JPY6.2tn as per “2020 Advertising Expenditures in Japan” 
(Dentsu)
*3 JPY15tn as per 3Q FY03/19 business results presentation of Yahoo Japan Corporation

JPY6tn
Advertising expenses*2

JPY2tn
Online ads*1

Over JPY27tn
Advertising expenses + Sales promotion 

costs*3 ＋
DX solutions services*4

Scale of related markets 

The target market for LTV marketing is vast and growing.

*4 Scale of DX-related solutions service market was JPY6.3tn in 2020 as per 
“Survey on the Scale of Solution Services Market” by Japan Electronics and 
Information Technology Industries Association (JEITA) 

13
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Business description
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LTV marketing is achieved through data, technology, and consulting.

Source of competitive strength

15

LTV marketing components

Data platform

0 to 3rd party data links

0 party data

Data

- Reasons for cancellations
- VOC gathering
- Loyalty as data

- Behavioral data
- Psychological data

- Integrate data for the same ID
- Visualize user 
touchpoints/psychology

- Purchase data
- Attribute data

- Machine learning
- Audio analysis

- Withdrawal prediction
- LTV prediction

- Emotion analysis
- Cancellation analysis

Technology

Digital communications

AI

Analysis

- Cancellation prediction
- Delivery algorithm

- Hospitality
- Chatbots

- Popup
- 3D creative

- Attract users who would continue to use 
the services
- Expertise in increasing LTV

- Data-driven
- Use of own products
- Leverage promptly using templates 

- Lower churn rate by preventing 
cancellations
- Identify issues in marketing

Consulting

Use of cancellation data

Pay-for-performance basis

Use of data technology



We attract users on a pay-for-performance basis using LTV 
predictions built with data analytics.

LTV data analytics１ ２
Use data to attract users 
on a pay-for-performance basis

Data obtained from media and in-house tools 
are analyzed in order to identify the attributes 
of high-LTV users.

Based on the data, our consultants plan and 
implement ways to attract new users on a 
fully pay-for-performance basis.

Unit price of performance compensation ×
No. of results generated

Costs: Media publishing costs
Gross profit margin: Approx. 15%

when who

what
media/

advertising

what to
appeal

attract
high-LTV

users

LTV prediction

Cancellation
data

Purchase data

Behavioral data

Media data

16

Analytics Consulting business



Convert attracted users
into customers

１ ２

Robee provides customer service to 
attracted users and converts them into 
high LTV customers.

A chatbot is used to encourage existing 
users considering canceling to continue, 
thereby reducing the churn rate and 
improving LTV.

Fixed monthly rate or 
Monthly fee + Performance 

compensation

Fixed monthly rate or 
Performance compensation

Gross profit margin: Over 90%

3

Ad delivery using proprietary AI-
powered delivery algorithms and 
3D creatives

Depends on ad delivery volume

Prevent existing customers
from churning

AI-powered ad delivery

Web customer
service

Churn 
prevention 
chatbot

Marketing Technology business

Improve LTV by raising the LTV of new customers and lowering the cancellation rate of 

existing customers. Optimize ad delivery by using AI and 3D technology.

17
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Medium-term 
management plan
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Scope of the medium-term management plan period

As a leading company in LTV marketing, 

we will establish a business foundation to achieve long-term growth.
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Pre-IPO
Medium-term 

management period Afterward

Internet advertising
All-round advertising + 

distribution measures/DX*

Organic growth
Growth fueled by M&A and alliances, 

leveraging our business base

Large earnings volatility
(High dependence on specific customers)

Small earnings volatility
(Diversified customer portfolio)

Dependence on individuals
Build systems and 

organizational frameworks

Single-business operation Group-based management
(Comprehensive LTV marketing company)

Establishment of technology 
infrastructure

End-to-end solutions for 
LTV marketing

Transition to holistic 
group management

Structure and
evolve/deepen 
LTV marketing

*DX: Digital transformation
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Transition to holistic group management

Shift to an optimal management structure to manage from a groupwide perspective 

and to simultaneously evolve and cultivate LTV marketing.

Future (Holistic group management)

Business 
administration

Management 
strategy

M&A

Kojima

Chiba
Kojima Chiba

Subsidiaries Subsidiaries

Business 
administration

Management 
strategy

M&A

Past

(President & 
Representative 

Director)

(Director)

(Director)

(President & 
Representative Director)



Sales strategyProduct strategy

Basic policy
We will leverage our products and AI technology and evolve/deepen LTV 
marketing to optimize LTV and achieve outstanding growth.

❶ Raise LTV improvement capability 
even further

Combine Macbee Planet’s knowledge with Alpha & Smash’s AI technology

・Hire consultants who can be of immediate value to the 

business and improve labor productivity even further

・Build a technology framework applicable to new industries

営業強化・人員増強

Create a customer portfolio that is 

less dependent on specific clients, 

thereby ensuring sustainable growth

❷ Implement AI for data analytics 
and consulting

❸ Accelerate expansion into 
other industries

Strengthen sales and 
increase personnel

(incl. through M&A)

AC MT

21

Achieve outstanding growth

Medium-term management strategy

AC AC

AC: Analytics Consulting business   MT: Marketing Technology business

Strengthen Strengthen



￥￥ ￥ ￥

Medium-term management strategy  (1) Raise LTV improvement capability even further

Further increase LTV by promoting continued use by users who were attracted to websites and by 

strengthening communications with those that might cancel after continued use. 

Enhance links between Robee and Smash, and increase prediction capabilities while building a consistent 

provision structure and a recurring revenue model tied to LTV. 
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Provide new measures to 
promote continued use

Communications to 
increase customer 

conversion rate

Attract users
Customer 

service
Application Contract Trial use Continuation Idle time Cancellation Recovery

Provide new communications to 
capture the reasons for potential 

cancellations

Enhanced links = Consistency

Communications to 
reduce cancellation rate

Strengthen 

communications

Strengthen 

communications

Recurring revenue model

Attract users 
through Analytics 
Consulting (AC) 

business

￥



Use knowledge templates and AI to increase consulting accuracy and improve labor productivity.

Build a platform for rapid growth by increasing staff and enabling consultants to be immediately effective.

Medium-term management strategies  (2) Implement AI for data analytics and consulting

23

Data 
analysis

Product 
links

Consulting

Generated 
results Increased labor productivity

LTV data analytics

Templates from 
knowledge of high performers Use of AI to recommend measures



Medium-term management strategies  (3) Accelerate expansion into other industries - 1

Promote rollout to other fields and expand LTV marketing to various industries.
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Strengthen industry contact points Strengthen human resources

Use alliances with companies that have 
client contact points to strengthen 

industry contact points

Hiring 

M&A

Foundation for 
immediate 

effectiveness

Video Education

Healthcare

Food

Medical Telecom

Staffing

Electricity 
/ gas

E-sports

Call 
centers

Apps

Video 
games

Securities

Banks

Health 
foods

Crypto
currency

Beauty 
salons

Cosmetics Insurance

Existing 
industries



Medium-term management strategies  (3) Accelerate expansion into other industries - 2 (M&A strategy)

Set goals for M&As based on status of companies’ growth.

Conduct studies as needed to further accelerate growth.
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Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Accelerate rollout to other industries
Increase consulting team capacity

Use data technology to expand new 
LTV fields and increase market share

Provide consistent LTV marketing

* In parallel with hiring

1st half of 
medium-term plan

2nd half of 
medium-term plan After Step 2

U
s
e

rs
Marketing support

M
e

d
ia

ASP

Ad tech

・・・

Attract 
users

Existing members

Prevent 
cancellations

Continuation



Medium-term management goals
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JPY9.8bn JPY22bn

FY04/24

Operating 
profit

Net sales

JPY790mn
JPY2.2bn

CAGR

31%

CAGR

41%

FY04/21

8.0%
Operating 

margin 10.0%

Sales growth

Accelerate rollout to other industries
Secure new customers by enhancing sales 
and increasing staff

Further develop ability to increase LTV
Improve communications with users and 
increase number of results generated from 
existing customers by improving LTV

Strengthen links between Robee and 
Smash, and build a new recurring revenue 
model

Introduce AI-based data analysis / 
consulting
Use knowledge templates and AI to 
increase results from existing customers

Improve operating profit ratio
Use templates and AI to increase labor 
productivity
Improve profitability by enhancing 
products to increase sales composition of 
MT business

Business goal for FY04/24 is JPY22bn in net sales and JPY2.2bn in operating profit.



Progress
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9,779 

12,280 

22,000 

7,349 

FY04/21

(Plan)

FY04/22

（Plan/H1Results）

FY04/24

(Plan)

計画 Q2実績（millions of yen）

・・・

In FY04/22, we are progressing steadily toward achieving goals of the medium-term management plan.

FY04/24
（Plan）

9,779

12,280

7,349

22,000

CAGR

31%

Plan H1 Results

FY04/22
（Plan/H1 Results）

FY04/21
（Results）
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Others
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Ad delivery

M
e

d
ia C

lie
n

t

Programmatic 
ad

Referral of 
recurring 

users

Performance compensation 
(unit price × no. of results generated)

Pay-for-performance

Handling of cancellations and promotion of continuation

User 
attraction

Approval of results

ASP*

Influencers

Social media

Ad delivery using 
proprietary AI/3D

L
a

n
d

in
g

 p
a

g
e

Search engine

ADNW*

Ad delivery
platform

DSP*

User referral

DSP/ADNW

C
a

n
c
e

lla
tio

n
 

p
a

g
e

Prevent 
cancellation

Approval of results

Monthly fee + performance compensation
(unit price × no. of cancellations prevented)

Internet 
advertising

Advertising 
expenses

Web customer 
service

Bid

Pay-for-
performance

Post
Proprietary 

media 
partners
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Business process diagram

New users
(consumer)

Existing 
users

*DSP = Demand Side Platform, ADNW = Advertising Network, ASP = Affiliate Service Provider



User psychology is inferred from cookies,
so accuracy is poor

Third-party cookie regulations have a significant 
impact

Traditional advertising technologies

1st party data 2nd party data 3rd party data

Data that can be 
obtained in-house

Data collected by 
other companies

Data collected by 
third-party entities

0 party data

・・・

Insight data (e.g., tastes, 
preferences) provided by 

users themselves

High value in usage, because data is accurate rather than inferred

Awareness

User attraction

Customer service

Application

Contract

Trial use

Continued 
use

Churn

Macbee Planet Group

1. Use to attract new users 
2. Use to improve services

3. Use in retention measures

1. Use to gather new users (targeting)

Unique features of our service – 1  
Understand user psychology through VOC data

Optimize marketing by directly capturing changes in the Voice of Customers (VOC)
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No benefit
Couldn’t make 
good use of it

Didn’t suit 
me

Other services 
seemed better

I don’t use it 
anymore

Life event

Poor response

Too 
expensive

1. Fell below expectations at time of application

2. Dissatisfied with response and services after 

application

These are marketing issues 

that could be improved

Reasons for cancellations 
Optimize marketing 

based on reasons for 
cancellation

Various reasons for cancellation

Unique features of our service – 2
Use cancellation data to optimize marketing

Reasons for cancellation are a treasure box for ascertaining your marketing flaws.

Improve LTV by optimizing marketing based on those reasons.

Awareness

Attract users

Customer 
service

Application

Contract

Trial use

Continued 
use

Reasons 
for 

churn
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Macbee Planet Group Competitors

- Appeal in ads to encourage continued 
use
- Deliver ads to people likely to 
continue use

- Appeal in ads to sell

- Communicate to encourage continued 
use
Ex. Manage expected value for benefits

Carefully explain how to use
Ask about needs upon application
Provide information specific to 

needs

- Communicate to sell

- Provide services suited to individual 
needs and lifestyles
- Eliminate reasons for potential 
cancellation

- Provide uniform 
services

- With chatbots, data can be gathered 
and analyzed on real-time basis
- Personas can be created based on 
data

- Audio data is 
accumulated at call 
centers, which makes it 
difficult to analyze and 
use them



1

Macbee Planet Group a Competitors

Do not consider LTV 
after attracting users

Pressured by clients 
to reduce CPA

Lower CPA reduces 
user visits

Increasing CPA lowers 
customers’ ROI

Use data to improve LTV

Improve LTV to increase cost per action

Increase CPA to strengthen ads, thereby 
increasing the number of generated 
results

Increase cost per acquisition 
(CPA)

Increase the number of 
generated results

Increase LTV of users (consumers) by 
raising ability of Robee / Smash to
improve LTV

3
Increase 

number of 
generated 

results

2
Increase cost 

per 
acquisition

1
Improve 

LTV

Data

1

2

3

Because LTV is high, ROI is also high even if 
CPA increases

Increase sales while maintaining 
ROI4

Unique features of our service – 3  
Achieve a positive cycle by using data and improving LTV

Improving LTV further allows you to spend more on user acquisition.

4
Increase 

customers’ 
sales/ROI
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Type of 
service

Hybrid of AI x 
consulting

Significant results can be generated
through the expertise of consultants 
with detailed knowledge of 
products.

Platform 
provision

Results are dependent on resources 
and literacy of marketing staff, so 
platforms are often not used effectively.
Chronic shortages of digital talent.

Fee 
structure

Performance-
based 

compensation

Outstanding ROI as costs arise 
depending on results.

Monthly fixed 
amount

Costs arise regardless of results, so ROI 
depends on marketing staff.

Range 
User attraction to 

cancellation

A broad range of troubleshooting 
measures enables comprehensive 
improvements.
Ex. Changing quality of user 
attraction to improve CVR

Specified 
touchpoints

Improvement measures are limited.

Saas companiesMacbee Planet Group

Unique features of our service – 4
Hybrid of AI x consulting

Combine AI with consulting to generate results that exceeds AI.

Achieve higher ROI through performance-based compensation.
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(months)

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Development

Growth

Stability

Launch

Construction 
phase

Make plans

Run-up phase
Enhance media

Acquire data

Growth phase
Analyze data

Maximize number of 
cases

*Average trend in sales during the first year, assuming our sales in the first month of support as 1. 
Estimated based on actual figures for clients whose transactions began during 2017 to 2021.

Stability phase
Optimize LTV

The Macbee productivity curve is the locus of our customers’ success.
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Results generation phases



Our Strategic Partners
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Financial Results by Segment
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FY04/21 Results

1,072

124

Segment profits
(millions of yen)

9,479

299

Net Sales
（millions of yen)

9,779

96.9%

3.1%

1,302

295

Gross Profit
（millions of yen)

1,597

81.5%

18.5%

1,196
89.6%

10.4%

Analytics Consulting business

Marketing Technology business



Item Main risks
Probabilit
y

Impac
t

Our response policies

Market scale 
and 
competitors

Market scale may not grow as much as 
expected, or companies with abundant capital 
may enter the market, which intensifies 
competition.

Medium Large

In addition to abundant expertise, we leverage 
technologies to differentiate our company 
from others.

Changes in 
market trends 
and client 
needs

Unable to capture market trends and client 
needs; delayed response results in poor 
profitability.

Small Large

Improve profitability through efficient 
management, and continued development of 
new products and improvements to existing 
products. 

Dependence 
on specific 
clients

One segment of clients is responsible for a large 
percentage of sales; performance of and 
transaction conditions for specific clients can 
have a significant impact on business 
performance.

Medium Large

Continue to expand sales by acquiring new 
clients and differentiating services we provide 
from those of competitors.

Continued 
partnerships 
with media

Transactions with specified influential media 
account for a large segment of sales; changes 
in those relationships or in the policies of those 
media clients can have a significant impact on 
business results.

Medium
Mediu
m

Continue to build good relationships with 
influential media companies, while seeking 
out new media.

Risk information-1

Following is an outline of the main risks and response policies that could potentially have a serious impact on the 

execution of the business plan or the realization of growth for the Macbee Planet Group, as of the date on which this 

report was submitted. For information on other risks, please refer to “Business risks” in the Securities Report.
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Risk information-2

Item Main risks
Probabilit
y

Impact Our response policies

Emergence of 
new 
advertising 
methods

New advertising models are developed with greater 
impact than LTV marketing; delayed response could 
have an impact on performance.

Small
Mediu
m

Maintain a high growth rate by evolving LTV 
marketing into a more cost-effective model.

Protection of 
personal 
information

When providing Internet-related services, new 
laws/regulations or demands for self-regulation could 
limit service provision, which could have an impact on 
performance.

Large Small

Continue to gather information on the trend 
of personal information protection 
worldwide, and ensure strict compliance in 
business operations.

Legal 
restrictions

Our business is subject to Act Against Unjustifiable 
Premiums and Misleading Representations, Act on 
Securing Quality, Efficacy and Safety of Products 
Including Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices, 
medical advertising guideline, and other laws and 
regulations. Future amendments to these and new 
rules on self-restriction could have an impact on the 
rollout of business.

Large Small

Reduce potential violations of laws and 
regulations as well as company rules by 
establishing a system to review 
advertisements and providing employees 
with training in compliance.

Medium-term 
plans

We created a medium-term management plan in 
December 2021, but if the assumptions in this plan 
differ from actual conditions, or if the intended growth 
strategies cannot be realized (e.g., because the initially 
scheduled investments are not executed), then the 
targets laid out in the plan cannot be achieved, and 
this could have a significant impact on the Group’s 
business rollout and performance.

Small
Mediu
m

If prior conditions differ from actual 
conditions, or if growth strategies cannot be 
realized, we will disclose information at the 
appropriate time. 
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Safe harbor Statement

This document contains forward-looking statements based on information 
available to the Company at the time it was prepared and involves risks and 
uncertainties. As such, these statements do not guarantee future business 
results or outcomes. 

Actual results may differ materially from the forward-looking statements in this 
document due to changes in the business environment or other factors.

The above risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, factors such as 
economic conditions in Japan and overseas, and trends in the industries in 
which the Company operates.

The Company shall assume no obligation to update or revise any forward-
looking statements contained in this document, even if new information or 
events occur in the future. The information contained herein, other than about 
the Company, is quoted from publicly available information, and the Company 
does not guarantee the accuracy or appropriateness of such information.
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